Theme: Open
Please provide comments and judging within 4 weeks if possible.
Title
Overlooking The City

Sunshine Meadows

Canoeing anyone
Speed queen

Three Sisters
Wave Break

Busy Bee
Civilised Rogue

Droopy Daisy

La Rouge
Covid Effects

Frans Josef Glacier

Come Closer
Pretty in Pink

Comments
Wonderful lighting. There seems to be some
unusual areas of colour behind the mosque which
may to due to a post processing issue.
Tranquil scene with great leading lines. Harsh
lighting has caused some loss of detail in the
whites.
Very strong leading lines and sense of depth. Good
technical details.
Good use of panning technique. Could have
considered zooming out a little to include more of
the surrounding environment for a stronger story.
Stunning reflections and lighting. Could clone out
the dust spots in the sky.
Good textures and detail throughout and the
whites have been well handled. Would have been
worth zooming out to include more of the
surrounding environment for a more complete
story.
Very good close up and crisp. Even lighting and
effective DOF.
Good connection between subject and
photographer. Seems to be some lack of detail
throughout the skin areas.
Good blurred background and vibrant colour.
Could consider zooming in and making a feature
of the flower centre.
Effective pose and lighting. The skin areas seem a
little soft.
Powerful story and interesting lighting. Could
consider lighting the top area of the building very
slightly.
Very good technical details and composition.
Could consider lightening the dark area on the LHS
of the frame slightly.
Very good use a shallow DOF. The graduated
colour gives a good sense of depth.
Effective idea and the backdrop colouring works
very well. The very bright area on the side of the
vase is a bit distracting…could have considered
repositioning the light source.
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